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        Your journey begins here

            

    
                
                
                Travel tips                

                
                        2023 Vacation Deprivation Report: How Brits are embracing workplace flexibility to make the most of their holidays                                According to Expedia’s 23rd annual Vacation Deprivation Report, global annual leave deprivation levels are the highest they’ve been in 10 years.

                

            
                        
                
                City break                

                
                        Top 5 wheelchair accessible things to do in London                                Finding wheelchair-accessible things to do in London can often be a tricky task, but a new app makes it a lot easier.

                

            
                        
                
                Sport                

                
                        Terms and conditions for the Wrexham vs Oldham hospitality tickets UK Prize Draw (the “Prize Draw”)                                By entering the Prize Draw, you agree to be bound by these terms and conditions (these “Terms and Conditions”).  Promotional materials relating to the Prize Draw, including all information on how to enter the Prize Draw, also form part of these Terms and Conditions.  In the event of any conflict between any terms referred to in such… Continue reading Terms and conditions for the Wrexham vs Oldham hospitality tickets UK Prize Draw (the “Prize Draw”)

                

            
                        
                
                Feature                

                
                        Spend A Winter You’ll Never Forget In Abu Dhabi                                Abu Dhabi is more than just the capital of the UAE; it’s an ultra-modern city where vast desert, epic adventure and next-level luxury come together to offer the perfect getaway. Looking for fine dining? You’ll find it on helipads, in revolving restaurants and beneath a blanket of a million twinkling stars. Searching for the perfect… Continue reading Spend A Winter You’ll Never Forget In Abu Dhabi

                

            
                        
                
                Uncategorized                

                
                        Expedia’s 2023 Air Travel Hacks Report: What day UK travellers should book on to save on airfare and how to avoid flight delays                                As we head into the holidays and a brand-new year, many have already expanded their travel plans and aspirations. But if we’ve learned anything from 2022, traveling isn’t always so simple, as travellers encounter unpredictable flight prices, delays and cancellations. Thankfully, Expedia has released its 2023 Air Travel Hacks Report, providing industry tips to help… Continue reading Expedia’s 2023 Air Travel Hacks Report: What day UK travellers should book on to save on airfare and how to avoid flight delays
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                        Terms and conditions for the Expedia UK Travel Earn Repeat PrizeDraw (the “Prize Draw”)                                Here's everything you need to know about entering Expedia's Prize Draw.
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                            Spend A Winter You’ll Never Forget In Abu Dhabi                                Abu Dhabi is more than just the capital of the UAE; it’s an ultra-modern city where vast desert, epic adventure and next-level luxury come together to offer the perfect getaway. Looking for fine dining? You’ll find it on helipads, in revolving restaurants and beneath a blanket of a million twinkling stars. Searching for the perfect… Continue reading Spend A Winter You’ll Never Forget In Abu Dhabi
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                                Four Incredible Female-Led Hotels                                From the Rosewood Hotel Group to the Firmdale portfolio, meet the women leading the tourism industry
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                                Travelling as a Queer Couple                                Travelling considerations as a same-sex couple
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                            What Happens When Two Men Check into a Hotel and Request a Double Bed…                                A situation like this can really dampen your mood when you go on holiday, so I think it's important for hotels to train their staff accordingly. My advice to hotels would be...
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                            Zipolite: A Nude Beach That Offers More Than Meets the Eye                                Why LGBTQ+ travellers need to consider Zipolite for their next Mexican adventure

                    

                
                                
                    
                    Feature                    

                    
                            Most Brits are changing their attitudes to time off in 2021. Are you?                                Discover how to take advantage of this renewed interest in travel and starting planning to cross off some bucket-list destinations on your future trips.
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                            A Taste of Travel: India                                A local's recipe to one of India's most loved dishes
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                        Eiffel Tower | Tourism Media

                                Johnston Canyon | Tourism Media

                                Yasawa Islands | Tourism Media

                                Fairmont Banff Springs | Tourism Media

                                Tahiti | Tourism Media

                                Moraine Lake | Tourism Media

                                Mykonos Town | Tourism Media

                                Mt. Wellington | Tourism Media

                                Plaza de Espana | Tourism Media
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                                Muscat | Tourism Media

                                Teatro Colon | Tourism Media

                                Chateau de Chillon | Tourism Media

                    

    
    Our most popular articles

                    
                    
                    Art                    

                    
                            The 10 Best Paintings in Romanticism                                Which Romantic art paintings are the most important and representative of this period of art history? Here is our choice of the 10 best.

                    

                
                                    
                        
                        Beach                        

                        
                                9 of the Best Beaches Near Cardiff                                From secluded surf spots to hidden hiking havens, the coast around Cardiff is packed with beautiful beaches. Here are nine of the best.

                        

                    
                                    
                        
                        Art                        

                        
                                The Most Famous Paintings of London                                From Monet to Canaletto, artists have been painting London for centuries. Here are the most famous paintings of London!

                        

                    
                                
                    
                    Beach                    

                    
                            Doggie Travels: The Best Dog-Friendly Things to Do in Tenby                                From coastal walking paths to pooch-friendly pubs, there are plenty of dog-friendly things to do in Tenby, Wales. Here's our pick of some of the best.
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			Payments accepted on expedia.co.uk include American Express, Diner's Club International, Maestro, MasterCard, Visa, Visa Electron and PayPal.

			Flight-inclusive Packages created on Expedia.co.uk are financially protected by the ATOL scheme (under Expedia, Inc.'s ATOL number 5788). ATOL protection does not apply to all travel services listed on this website but you may still be financially protected when booking certain travel services listed on this website that are outside the scope of the ATOL scheme. Please ask us to confirm what financial protection may apply to your booking. This website and our general terms and conditions will provide you with information on the protection that applies in the case of each travel service offered before you make your booking. If you do not receive an ATOL Certificate then the booking will not be ATOL protected. If you do receive an ATOL Certificate but all the parts of your trip are not listed on it, those parts will not be ATOL protected.

			For Packages that do not include a flight or Linked Travel Arrangements created on Expedia.co.uk, all monies paid over in the case of non flight-inclusive Packages, or any monies paid directly to us in the case of Linked Travel Arrangements, are fully protected by insurance in the event of our insolvency. This insurance protection has been arranged by International Passenger Protection Limited and underwritten by certain underwriters at Lloyd's. Please see our general terms and conditions for more information about financial protection, or for more information on the ATOL Certificate go to: www.caa.co.uk.

			Expedia, Inc. is not responsible for content on external Web sites.
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